OBAMA NOMINATES SPY STATE CONSIGLIERI TO REPLACE JUSTICE SCALIA

JUDGE GARLAND’S WEALTH GREW OVER $800,000 ANNUALLY FOR 17 YEARS WHILE HE BACKED HIS CLINTON & BUSH SPY STATE SPONSORS IN THE NSA, FBI, JUSTICE DEPARTMENT AND RAYTHEON

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS | OPINION | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION | MAR. 16, 2016, UPDATED MAR. 19, 2016 | PDF

FIG. 1 – JUDGE MERRICK B. GARLAND. On Mar. 16, 2016, President Obama nominated Judge Garland to replace the late Justice Antonin Scalia. Investigation so far into Judge Garland’s history reveals his intimate relationship with the Washington Cartel who led the secret expansion of NSA surveillance under the Patriot Act snooping provisions. As is well known, this snooping included the illegal bulk surveillance of Americans by the NSA. This legacy should disqualify Garland. In addition, Garland would be another Harvard Law graduate on an already Harvard-stacked court.

Judge Garland was appointed to the DC Circuit Court in 1995 by Bill Clinton. He worked closely with Clinton confidante, James P. Chandler. Chandler has been IBM’s chief outside counsel, founder of the IBM Eclipse Foundation in 2001, and patent counsel to Columbus, Ohio innovator, Leader Technologies starting in 2000.

Chandler stole Leader’s social networking invention in 2002, then secretly fed it to BM and IBM’s Eclipse Foundation membership. The evidence is now overwhelming that Mark Zuckerberg and others used this stolen Leader source code to start Facebook and other social platforms. These social platforms were custom-made to give the NSA a cheaper, faster, easier platform for mass surveillance.
(MAR. 16, 2016)—The now familiar fingerprints of the Washington Cartel are all over DC Circuit Judge Merrick B. Garland, Obama’s nominee to replace the late Justice Antonin Scalia.

HARVARD SKEW

We’ll start with Judge Garland’s education. He’s yet another Harvard Law School graduate. This fact alone should disqualify him since 5 of the 8 current justices are also Harvard graduates. American jurisprudence is already horribly skewed to the Harvard Law worldview. This imbalance can only be corrected by diversifying the Supreme Court to include lawyers who represent a broad range of educational backgrounds. The country is currently choking on all things Harvard.

The Harvard skew extends throughout the Obama Administration, especially in banking and technology by a cartel that is in the process of taking over the Internet with the recently Obama-endorsed “Internet of Things.” Click here for the Top 33 Harvard corruptors.

These people include the heads of the CIA In-Q-Tel venture capital firm, Facebook, Instagram, Obamacare, Google, White House technology, JP Morgan, Goldman Sachs, Justice Department, SEC, Commerce, State Department and others in Silicon Valley.

WHERE ARE THE PROTESTANTS?

Further, Garland is Jewish. The court does not now, and would not in the future, reflect a balance of belief systems consistent with the American population. We need to move the court toward balance, not further away from it.

For example, Protestant Christians make up approximately 53% of the American population, yet there is not a single Protestant on the court. Following John Paul Stevens’s retirement in June 2010, the Court has an entirely non-Protestant composition for the first time in its history.

FACTS: PROTESTANT CHRISTIANS

53% of the United States population,
0% (0 of 9) representation on the U.S. Supreme Court

JEWISH

2.2% of the United States population,
44% (4 of 9) representation with a Garland appointment

FOLLOW THE MONEY


At his Nov. 30, 1995 Senate confirmation hearing, Judge Garland disclosed his net worth at $3,456,340.

$19,055,000 (2012)

On Judge Garland’s 2012 financial disclosure, he disclosed that his net worth has jumped up to $19,055,000 million. Note: Judicial financial disclosures are dubiously vague. Rather than give actual amounts, they show ranges. For example: P1: $1,000,000 to $5,000,000. Many sins can be and are hidden in such wild ranges. The Judiciary Club takes care of its own first, followed by political sponsors, large attorney firms, financiers, corporate glad-handers, and lastly, the American people.

In short, while working as a full time federal judge for the last 17 years, Judge Garland’s net worth increased magically an average of $823,000 per year.
JUDGE GARLAND PROFITS BEAT BERNIE MADOFF!

Judge Garland averaged 32% (or $823,000) per year in net gains from his investment portfolio. By comparison, even Bernie Madoff’s scam promised investors only about 12% per year. Genius or inside trader? It’s one or the other.

It is now evident that the Washington Cartel rewards its secret society with investment tips to judges, bureaucrats and politicians. Those tips are the bribe du jour of the Washington “establishment” on both the left and right. With such insider relationships, who needs votes?

Both Trump and Bernie appear to be threatening their status quo.

JUDGE GARLAND’S SPONSORS: (1) EXPANDED NSA SNOOPING ILLEGALLY, (2) COLLuded WITH IBM AND (3) AIDED THE THEFT OF SOCIAL NETWORKING . . . ALL IN THE NAME OF "NATIONAL SECURITY"

It took some digging, but AFI researchers uncovered a copy of Judge Garland’s Nov. 30, 1995 Senate confirmation hearing late this afternoon.

GARLAND: 15 JOBS IN 18 YEARS

Between 1977 and 1995, Merrick B. Garland changed jobs 15 times, or 1.2 years per job. Normally, professional resume readers consider such job hopping an indication that this person is not a good risk.

POWERFUL INSIDER: CHIEF JUDGE

Oddly, Garland changed jobs 15 times in his first 18 years of employment, then has stayed in the same job at the DC Circuit for the last 19 years. That job must suit him better.

After more digging, researchers believe Garland was being groomed for his current job. Then, once he was in place at the DC Circuit, he has done the bidding of his taskmasters as CHIEF JUDGE of that court. This put him in one of the most powerful jobs in the Judiciary to carry out the agenda of his sponsors. Some experts, according to CBS News, believe his DC Circuit Court of Appeals is the second most powerful behind the Supreme Court. (Source: Scott Pelley, CBS Evening News, Mar. 16, 2016).

On Sep. 6, 1995, Bill Clinton nominated Judge Garland for the DC Circuit Court of Appeals, on the recommendation of his and Hillary’s legal adviser, Harvard Law professor James P. Chandler, III. Chandler was pushing through the Economic Espionage Act, the False Statements Accountability Act, and numerous Executive Orders on national security at the time. He was also working closely with the NSA, FBI and other national intelligence bodies on the precursors to the illegal NSA bulk data collection scheme that emerged ready-made following 9-11 (2001).

COMPROMISE

Fully updated Mar. 25, 2014 in the wake of the Scribd censorship:

1. HOW PATENT JUDGES GROW RICH ON THE BACKS OF AMERICAN INVENTORS

Patent Office filings are shuffled out the USPTO backdoor to crony lawyers, banks and deep-pocket clients.

2. WAS CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS BLACKMAILED into supporting Obamacare by his ethical compromises in Leader v. Facebook?

3. JUSTICE ROBERTS MENTORED Facebook Gibson Dunn LLP attorneys.

4. JUSTICE ROBERTS HOLDS substantial Facebook financial interests.

5. JUDGE LEONARD STARK FAILED to disclose his Facebook financial interests and his reliance on Facebook’s Cooley Godward LLP attorneys for his appointment.

BARACK OBAMA’S DARK POOLS OF CORRUPTION

Click to enlarge

Click here for Washington’s ethical disease discoveries re. Facebook “Dark Pools”

STOP FACEBOOK PROPERTY THEFT

We see. We “like.” We steal. Stop Facebook property theft. www.fbcovrerup.com

WILL HUMANK ND EVER LEARN? Facebook’s Orwellian doublespeak about property and privacy (theft) merely repeats the eventual dehumanization of the individual under Mao’s Red Star, Stalin’s SOVIET Hammer & Cycle and Hitler’s NAZI Swastika. Respect for the inalienable rights of each individual is a bedrock value of democracy. The members of the Facebook Cabal abuse this principle at every opportunity. They evidently believe that they deserve special privileges and are willing to lie, cheat and steal in order to treat themselves

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/03/obama-nomimates-spy-state-consiglieri.html
CONFIRMATION DISCLOSURES TELL MANY TALES... WHEN AVAILABLE

As part of the nominating process, judge candidates must testify before the Senate Judiciary Committee and submit a financial disclosure and detailed biography. The Senate compiles all this information. S. Hrg. 104-512. (Nov. 30, 1995). Judge Merrick B. Garland Senate Confirmation Hearing. Purdue.

Surprisingly today, librarians at the Government Printing Office in Washington, D.C. were unable to locate Judge Garland’s 1995 confirmation records. However, AFI researchers persisted and uncovered a copy in the archives at Purdue University. One would have thought such basic information about one of the most important Supreme Court nominees in living memory would be readily accessible to the public. It was not.

The Senate also published the letters of recommendation submitted on behalf of the judicial candidate by decision influencers. These letters carry a lot of weight with these busy committee members. See Table 1 below.

MEET THE 11 LAWYERS WHO HAVE STOLEN AMERICA’S PRIVACY... IN THE NAME OF "NATIONAL SECURITY"

Click here for HTML version of this table | PDF version

Click image above to download a poster-quality PDF optimized for a 11in. x 17in. (ledger-size) poster. America should not be in the business of cheating its entrepreneurial investors simply because the cheaters buy off judges with the money gained from their theft. Such permissiveness is obscene.

ASK CONGRESS: PASS THE INVENTOR PROTECTION ACT!

LEADER TECHNOLOGIES
Inventor Protection Act
(Proposed)

America needs to practice what it preaches. We have no business lecturing the world about free enterprise and the rule of law, when we permit the investors in Ohio-based Innovator Leader Technologies to go uncompensated for the risks they took to help invent social networking...

—...a technology upon which the President and U.S. government now rely.
—...a technology stolen by the “Facebook Cabal” who recruited the federal courts and Patent Office into their club of corruption...

Contact your representatives. Ask them to pass it.
Real American investors need your support.
http://www.confrontingthecorrupt.org/
http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com

LEADER V. FACEBOOK
BACKGROUND

Jul. 23, 2013 NOTICE: DonnaKlineNow! has gone offline. All her posts are available as a PDF collection here (now updated, post-Scribd censorship).

Mar. 20, 2014 READER NOTICE: On Mar. 7, 2014, all of our documents linked to Scribd were deleted by that “cloud” service using the flimsiest of arguments. Some of our documents have been there for two years and some had almost 20,000 reads.

George Orwell wrote in 1984 that one knows one is in a totalitarian state when telling the truth becomes an act of courage.

All the links below were updated Mar. 20, 2014 (many thanks to our volunteers!)


2. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam’s Censored Federal Circuit Filings (Archive)
Americans for Innovation: OBAMA NOMINATES SPY STATE CONSIGLIERI TO REPLACE JUSTICE SCALIA

IBM’s Eclipse Foundation (the Eclipse IDE) has relied upon the social networking invention that it stole from Columbus, Ohio innovator Leader Technologies since its inception on Nov. 29, 2001. IBM illegally claimed copyrights on Leader’s invention.

Represents Bill Clinton in Monica Lewinsky scandal. Skadden Arps firm currently colluding with Delaware federal courts and JP Morgan to steal important Internet transactions patents by inventor Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam, former director of network architecture for Sun Microsystems. Hillary Clinton’s former chief of staff, Christina M. Chen, left a $2.2 million Skadden Arps job to work for Clinton. Skadden Arps has donated $522,000 to Clinton.

Worked later with Eric H. Holder, Jr. as Assistant Attorney General, during the Bush Administration. He ran the Justice Department operations during the Bush era. Therefore, he oversaw the implementation of the Patriot Act and the illegal bulk data gathering of the NSA.

Served as Associate Attorney General during the Bush Administration. He then became the first general counsel of the Department of Homeland Security. These positions meant he was under the direction of James P. Chandler, who had been appointed to the National Infrastructure Assurance Council (NIAC) by the outgoing President Bill Clinton on Jan. 18, 2001, just two days before the Bush inauguration.

The U.S. Senate held a confirmation hearing to appoint Stephens to be Assistant Attorney General on Sep. 20, 2001. S. Hrg. 107-318, p. 72. In 1995, Ms. Gill also endorsed Judge Garland in his Senate confirmation hearing. This is clearly a tight clique of lawyers.

20. Judicial Misconduct WALL OF SHAME
21. Corruption Watch - "Oh what webs we weave, when first we practice to deceive"
22. Facebook | A Portrait of Corruption
23. White House Meddling
24. Georgia! AM 1080 McKibben Interview
25. Constitutional Crisis Exposed
26. Abuse of Judicial Immunity since Stump
27. Obamacare Scandal Principals are intertwined in the Leader v. Facebook scandal
28. S.E.C. duplicity re. Facebook

GIBSON DUNN LLP exposed as one of the most corrupt law firms in America


Stephen’s Senate 2000 Financial Disclosures is hand-written. Researchers only see hand-written financial disclosures among lawyers applying for jobs in the Executive Branch. (The information is not searchable electronically.) Stephens did not disappoint. Stephens’ holdings carry the now unmistakable signature of the Washington Cartel (i.e., Vanguard, Fidelity, Janus, Harbor). And yes, Stephens holds Fidelity Contrafund, just like Eric Holder, John Roberts, Evan Wallach and others in the Leader v. Facebook judicial corruption.

In 2005, Stephens also disclosed Margaret G. Gill, Airtouch, Sr. VP for Legal, External Affairs, as a reference. Id., p. 72. In 1995, Ms. Gill also endorsed Judge Garland in his Senate confirmation hearing. This is clearly a tight clique of lawyers.

In 2001, Stephens disclosed a Justice Department relationship with IBM (including undercover operations), which proves his association with Leader Technologies’ patent counsel, James P. Jay B. Stephens

Investigative Reporter Julia Davis investigates Facebook’s Leader v. Facebook attorney Gibson Dunn LLP. She credits this firm with the reason why not a single Wall Street banker has gone to jail since 2008. Click here to read her article “Everybody hates whistleblowers.” Examiner.com, Apr. 10, 2012. Here’s an excerpt:

“Skillful manipulation of the firm’s extensive media connections allows Gibson Dunn to promote their causes, while simultaneously smearing their opponents and silencing embarrassing news coverage.”
Chandler, who also advised IBM and its inside counsel, David J. Kappos, who was appointed by Obama as Patent Office Director in 2009. Stephan

Stephens later become senior vice president and general counsel of Raytheon Corp., a prime defense contractor, weapons manufacturer and vendor to the spy state.

Raytheon missile products are suspected by a highly credible senior aircraft manufacturing official to have been used on 9-11. He/she has investigated the gapping holes in the official story of 9-11 from both engineering and forensic perspectives. He/she oversaw manufacturing of certain portions of a well-known aircraft.

For example, none of the crash sites had customary debris fields that one would normally find for commercial jets full of passengers and cargo (e.g., clothes, papers, luggage, children’s toys). Also, the crash sites were bereft of titanium jet engines. He/she said that the titanium in a jet engine does not burn or disintegrate in a crash. The inferno, as spectacular as it is, never gets hot enough to melt titanium.

Jet fuel burns at 800° to 1500°F. Titanim melts at 3,034°F. You do the math. The myth debunkers (or astro-turfers-propagandists) have steered clear of these facts.

Before the Garland nomination, this aircraft industry expert had said he/she believes that the site evidence makes Raytheon cruise missiles the more likely cause of the 9-11 site damage signatures. We had not published this previously, but when Raytheon’s chief counsel became associated with the Garland nomination and the illegal NSA surveillance programs, this research may be material, and is certainly worth further investigation.

This statement followed right after Davis cited Facebook’s chief inside counsel in the Leader v. Facebook case, Theodore Ullyot, who appears to have helped lead the Leader v. Facebook judicial corruption. Interesting word choices associated with Gibson Dunn LLP: manipulation, smear. Attorneys swear a solemn oath to act morally, ethically, and in support of democratic principles. They promise to conduct themselves in a manner than instills confidence among the citizenry in the rule of law and the judicial system. These promises appear to be meaningless. Click here for a PDF version of Julie Davis’ article.

### POPULAR POSTS

**Ohio State’s President Michael V. Drake Mired in Personal Conflicts of Interest**

Trustees and Provost promote learning technology that benefits trustee clients and is stolen from OSU alums Contributing Writers | Opinion

**Firing of OSU Band Leader Exposes Corruption at Battelle Labs, Patent Office, NSA**

OSU Band investigation unveils surprise trustee collusion in patent theft

President, Jeffrey Wadsworth, “counterattacks” the Band Alumni leadership T...

**Governor John Kasich Holds Much Stock in OSU Trustee Private Interests**

Governor’s trustee appointments reveal strong bias toward protecting his investments Contributing Writers | Opinion | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION...

**Massive Washington Corruption Exposed by Leader V. Facebook**

Bi-partisan Washington corruption exposed by leader V. Facebook

OSU Trustee private interests—on a massive scale—are choking the Band Alumni investigation.

**Healthcare.gov Has Exposed Washington’s Ethical Disease**

Undisclosed conflicts of interest—on a massive scale—are choking Washington Contributing Writers | OPINION | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION...

**Boycott NCAA March Madness? Copyright-Gate**

Constitutional rights advocates demand that NCAA stop its copyright infringement in social...
CONCLUSIONS

1. NSA SPY STATE RELATIONSHIPS: It appears that Judge Garland had a secret NSA Spy State agenda and set of relationships coming into his current job, and will certainly carry it into the Supreme Court, should he be confirmed.

2. DUBIOUS FINANCIAL GAINS: Judge Garland’s ability to grow his financial portfolio by over $800,000 per year while a full time judge needs to be investigated for possible insider trading and/or collusion with Wall Street.

3. NO MORE JUDGES FROM HARVARD! Judge Garland’s spy agenda and dubious finances aside, the country needs to diversify its legal perspectives on the Supreme Court to include a majority NOT from Harvard.

4. RAYTHEON LOYALTIES Judge Garland’s sponsor, Jay B. Stephens, and therefore Raytheon, cruise missile manufacturer, ties him to the military-industrial complex. This taints Garland’s objectivity. This association is disturbing and raises all sorts of other questions about Garland’s association with the spy state agenda of the intelligence agencies and their private “Big Data” beneficiaries, including Silicon Valley and Wall Street.

For these reasons alone, the Garland nomination should be abjured.

** * **

FOOTNOTES:


7. Top 33 Spy State Corruptors from Harvard University.


10. Webb, Dan K. Biographies.


15. Ayer, Donald B. Biographies.


17. Holder, Jr., Eric H. Biographies.

Notifications: This post may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon without independent verification. Think for yourself. Photos used are for educational purposes only and were obtained from public sources. No claims whatsoever are made to any photo.

COMMENT

Click “N comments:” on the line just below this instruction to comment on this post. Alternatively, send an email with your comment to am4innov@gmail.com and we’ll post it.

Google Joins Facebook-Led Initiative That is Rewiring Data Center's Search-engine Giant

Facebook claimed that it developed an innovative, pre-fabricated and modular construction approach and, extolling its benefits, encouraged the entire datacenter industry to shift from traditional practices to this new method. What Facebook did not disclose, was that this methodology and the detailed know-how supporting its use had in fact been STOLEN BY FACEBOOK from BRG, having passed IP-protected designs to the Open Compute Project. This was established by Facebook in 2011 as an open repository of innovative data center designs.

The Treasury Department will work in partnership with a new unit in the Federal Bureau of Investigation that is focused on money laundering, allowing the FBI to pursue leads that had previously been obstructed by the anonymity surrounding shell companies. Law enforcement officials will also pay closer attention to intermediaries in the world of offshore finance who enable questionable real estate transactions senior FBI official, told the Times that targets were “the bankers, and accountants, lawyers, who are setting up L.L.C.s, they are setting up foundations, folks who are setting up NON-PROFIT real estate investment trusts, etc. AND THE WORD IS NON-PROFIT translation stolen plagiarism misappropriation of trade secrets, breach of good faith, unfair business practices, unfair competition and unjust enrichment at your expense. That’s why they call non-profit TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP TRUMP.

Facebook stole British data center design, lawsuit claims

Facebook claimed that it developed an innovative, pre-fabricated and modular construction approach and, extolling its benefits, encouraged the entire datacenter industry to shift from traditional practices to this new method. What Facebook did not disclose, was that this methodology and the detailed know-how supporting its use had in fact been STOLEN BY FACEBOOK from BRG, having passed IP-protected designs to the Open Compute Project. This was established by Facebook in 2011 as an open repository of innovative data center designs.

Facebook claimed that it developed an innovative, pre-fabricated and modular construction approach and, extolling its benefits, encouraged the entire datacenter industry to shift from traditional practices to this new method. What Facebook did not disclose, was that this methodology and the detailed know-how supporting its use had in fact been STOLEN BY FACEBOOK from BRG, having passed IP-protected designs to the Open Compute Project. This was established by Facebook in 2011 as an open repository of innovative data center designs.

The judges ignored shocking new evidence that Mark Zuckerberg withheld 28 hard drives of 2003-2004 evidence from Leader Technologies that could prove actual theft (and therefore claims even more serious than infringement). In addition, Facebook’s appeal attorney, Thomas G. Hungar of Gibson Dunn LLP, has close personal ties to just about every judicial player in this story. The misconduct appears to reach into the U.S. Patent Office through abuse of the reexamination process by Facebook. We will stay focused on Leader v. Facebook until justice is served, but we also welcome news and analysis of intellectual property abuse in other cases as well.

WELCOME TO DONNA KLINE
NOW! READERS!

AFI has been supporting Donna and is now picking up the main Leader v. Facebook coverage (she will continue coverage as well). Anonymous Posts Are Welcome! Blogger has more posting constraints than Donna’s WordPress, but we will continue to welcome anonymous posts. Simply send us an email at americ4innov@gmail.com with your post. Once the moderator verifies that your email address is real, your comment will be posted using your real name or handle, whatever you wish, like John Smith or Tex. Click here to view a complete Donna Kline Now! posts archive.
If Facebook will do this to cancer patients, what won't they do to our children? This is the poisoned fruit of a poisonous tree.

K. Craine March 17, 2016 at 11:45 AM
Email comment by TEX:

I watched Merrick Garland as Obama stood with Biden to announce his nomination to SCOTUS. He cried. He was so happy, he cried. Didn't the press go after Boehner for crying? And he was standing with Joe Biden, who in the late 1990's (before his hair plug procedure), had blasted the GOP for nominating a SCOTUS nominee during the presidential "political season". Obama said that the GOP was just playing politics this time, but the Dems had good reason to object in the 1990's. Shouldn't the press see this hypocrisy? HA. Every time I see this crap, I become more convinced that it is time to clean house. All of them. Both sides. But don't be fooled.....the next two or three court appointees will be perhaps the most important in our history. This election will have huge consequences.

And how about the conservatives using secret meetings to begin clandestine measures to abrogate the will of their party.....i.e., block Trump. These hypocrites did the same thing in 2012 by not showing up to vote for Romney because he was a Mormon, and now they are using Romney to spearhead this ouster campaign. Is Romney that dumb? If he had fought this hard to defeat a crippled Obama, Trump would still be building hotels and firing idiots on TV. The GOP caused Trump. Obama caused Trump. Hillary caused Trump. And Romney caused Trump. Thank goodness this maverick showed up.

Americans are sick of an illusion of care. Politicians and the press, for the most part, don't care about me or you, or the needy, or the minorities, or our economy, or our schools.....if they did, we wouldn't have Trump. If the military vets had been cared for, we wouldn't have Trump. If the economy was working for us, we wouldn't have Trump. If we had actually tried to win from time to time, we wouldn't have Trump.

But we do, and we need to support his cause, guide his intentions, and pray for him. And in case you are wondering, I have a license to carry a weapon, and a constitutional right to pray. I am clinging to both. The man in office ( B Hussein Obama), wants to get control of both. Hillary and Sanders do too. Listen to Hillary. She now says that she is the extension of Obama. I hope they are cellmates during the next president's term. And do we need a cry baby on our Supreme Court? Why are most Judges wimps?

Have a great day, TEX=

Reply

Cathy Lee March 17, 2016 at 4:14 PM
In his best-selling memoir, Duty, former CIA Director and Secretary of Defense Robert M. Gates, comments (pages 446-449):

"...As we began the Afghan surge, 75 percent of all casualties were due to IED's...Once again, I went outside the regular bureaucracy to tackle these issues, and to do so urgently...We still had two wars going, one of them about to get significantly bigger [in Afghanistan]. Three years into the job, I just couldn't figure out why I still needed to be there. Instead, I went outside the regular bureaucracy to tackle these issues, and to do so urgently...We still had two wars going, one of them about to get significantly bigger [in Afghanistan].

In short, even the Pentagon, with its clear mission of winning wars AND protecting our troops has taken their eyes off the ball. It took a passionate, caring leader like Gates to exert his influence to protect our family members, friends, and fellow citizens from harm's way. These people put their lives on the line for our country and were not being protected adequately. In addition, consider the scandal regarding the poor medical care provided to some of our veterans when they returned home!

With regard to cyber warfare, Gates writes: In dealing with America's vulnerability to cyber attacks on computers so vital to our critical infrastructure, business, and government, we were in uncharted waters both bureaucratically and legally. There was a deep division within the government—over who should be in charge of our domestic cyber defense: government or business, the Defense Department's National Security Agency, the Department of Homeland Security, or some other entity. There was a split

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/03/obama-nomimates-spy-state-consiglieri.html
between those whose priority was national security and those whose priority was the protection of privacy and civil liberties. The result was paralysis. Soon after my arrival in office, I asked the department’s deputy general counsel for a memo on what kind of cyber attack—by us or on us—would constitute an act of war justifying a response in kind or conventional military retaliation. I WAS STILL WAITING FOR A GOOD ANSWER TO THAT QUESTIONS THREE YEARS LATER. [Editor: Caps added.]

Our government leaders have all too often taken their eyes off the ball. Clearly, many are focused on feathering their personal nests. Also clearly, many are indeed dedicated public servants.

We need to do everything we can to make sure the latter group prevails at the ballot box and during government approval processes.

Reply

dave123 March 18, 2016 at 12:45 PM

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg may be Running in Tiananmen Square in Beijing to celebrate his reaching 100 miles. However CEO Mark Zuckerberg was Running another type SHAM while running through Tiananmen Square, past the Forbidden City and over to the Temple of Heaven Facebook spied on users that relayed private health information on the websites of major cancer institutes and harvested the data to generate advertising profits, users claim in a new class action.

Reply

Rain Onyourparade March 19, 2016 at 3:49 AM

Call me crazy, but most of these crooked attorneys are Republicans! Just look at the body language of these dudes. They are hardened criminals. Doesn’t take a genius to see that.

Reply

Rain Onyourparade March 19, 2016 at 4:24 AM

Sorry for being redundant (“crooked attorneys”).

It is astounding that the ENTIRE legal community is SILENT on all this corruption. I guess exposure is bad for business?

Reply

Arasmus Dragon March 19, 2016 at 4:39 AM

Speaking out for justice interferes with their tee times.

Seriously, attorneys can only practice as a privilege granted by their license. It is not a right. On paper, the lawyer ethics rules say an attorney who does not speak up is just as guilty as the one acting unethically. That rule is being IGNORED!!!@#$%&%$ So, why have rules? Lets just strap on pistols like the good old days of the Wild West and shoot it out. I guess that’s what these legal “professionals” want? Oh wait, they want our guns.Hmmmmmm.

Reply

dave123 March 19, 2016 at 4:41 AM

Hillary Clinton Has an NSA Problem | Observer

observer.com/2016/03/hillary-has-an-nsa-problem

22 hours ago their are 238 Comments and no one like’s her lol her only friend is she got is zuckerberg she has all the IMs and Emails on how facebook was stolen and you cant delete that LOLOLOLOLOL

Reply

Judge Alan D. Lourie, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, panel judge in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Lourie stood to benefit financially from undisclosed holdings in Facebook. See analysis of Judge Lourie’s T. Rowe Price holdings re. the Facebook IPO. Judge Lourie also failed to apply his own law-test in Group One v. Hallmark Cards to the evidence. After debunking all of Facebook’s evidence on appeal, Judge Lourie created new argument in the secrecy of chambers to support Facebook and prevent the on-sale bar verdict from being overturned—a clear breach of constitutional due process.

Judge Kimberly A. Moore, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, panel judge in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Moore stood to benefit financially from undisclosed holdings in Facebook.
VIDEO SHOWS CLINTON ACKNOWLEDGING RISK OF CHINA, RUSSIA HACKING PHONE


http://insider.foxnews.com/2016/03/18/andrea-tantaros-says-hillary-clinton-knew-risks-having-private-email

Report: Clinton Tried to Change Rules to Use Blackberry in Secure Facility

Krauthammer: Only an 'Act of God' or the FBI Can Stop Hillary Now

There's a stunning new twist just a day after we learned then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton used her unsecured Blackberry while traveling in Russia and China.

A video has emerged of Clinton acknowledging in 2014 that she could not use personal devices in those counties, due to the risk of being hacked.

Reply

Well, well. After reading the revelations of this post about Merrick B. Garland and his New World Order cronies, I received this YouTube from a friend:


https://youtu.be/sDr2NJPv8kE

Looks to me like the globalists seized upon Leader Technologies' social networking invention and bastardized it to control the global information (telecom, banking, advertising, entertainment, social, payments). It also looks like Apple under Steve Jobs did not play, then once Jobs died, Cook relented somewhat by embedding the 'Dual EC DRBG' backdoor spy algorithm. But now it looks like Cook has had second thoughts. Sooooo, now the globalists want to take Apple down too?

By the way, Leader Technologies is from Ohio. Why isn't Ohio governor John Kasich defending Leader as one of his own small business from these bad boys? He being the tender heart for jobs and all. I guess he wants his citizens to all have low paying service jobs, what was I thinking? Could it be because he is taking money from George Soros and Mark Kvenne (former LinkedIn). He appears to be bought and paid for by the same people identified in this Alex Jones video.

Reply

Most transparent administration in history sets record for failure to find requested documents

posted at 8:31 pm on March 19, 2016 by John Sexton

In more than one in six cases, or 129,825 times, government searchers said they came up empty-handed last year. Such cases contributed to an alarming measurement: People who asked for records under the law received censored files or nothing in 77 percent of requests, also a record. In the first full year after President Barack Obama’s election, that figure was only 65 percent of cases.

[-]

The FBI couldn’t find any records in 39 percent of cases, or 5,168 times. The Environmental Protection Agency regional office that oversees New York and New Jersey couldn’t find anything 58 percent of the time. U.S. Customs and Border Protection couldn’t find anything in 34 percent of cases.

“It’s incredibly unfortunate when someone waits months, or perhaps years, to get a response to their request - only to be told that the agency can’t find anything,” said Adam Marshall, an attorney with the Washington-based Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press.

Reply

See disclosure of substantial holdings in Facebook and Facebook-related stocks. Judge Moore failed to follow the long-held precedent for testing on-sale bar evidence in Pfaff v. Wells Electronics, Inc.—an evident and intentional omission coming from a former patent law professor. After debunking all of Facebook’s evidence on appeal, Judge Moore created new argument in the secrecy of chambers to support Facebook and prevent the on-sale bar verdict from being overturned—a clear breach of constitutional due process.

Judge Evan J. Wallach, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, member of the three-judge panel in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Wallach is not a patent attorney. This begs the question as to why a judge with no knowledge of patent law was assigned to the case. Would anyone ask a dentist to perform brain surgery? The Federal Circuit was specially formed to appoint patent-knowledgeable judges to patent cases. There is no evidence so far in the judicial disclosures that Judge Wallach holds stock in Facebook, although when he was asked on a motion to disclose potential Facebook holdings and other conflicts of interest, he refused along with the other judges. See Motion to Disclose Conflicts of Interest. Judge Wallach continued in silence even after Clerk of Court Horbaly failed to provide him with Dr. Lakshmi Arunchalamb’s motions (according to his Federal Circuit staffer Valeri White), and yet the Clerk signed an order regarding that motion on Judge Wallach’s behalf. See a full analysis of these events at Donna Kline Now! Judge Wallach also failed to police his court’s violation of Leader’s Fifth and 14th Amendment constitutional right to due process when he participated in the fabrication of new arguments and evidence for Facebook in the secrecy of judge’s chambers after he had just invalidated Facebook’s sole remaining item of evidence (using disbelieved testimony as ostensible evidence of an opposite). Judge Wallach also...
If Clinton wins the 2016 election, the Obama administration will look like the most transparent administration in history by comparison.

Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, clerk who signed all the opinions in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Clerk Horbaly and his staff obfuscated when the court's ruling was challenged by an amicus curiae brief revealing clear mistakes of law and new evidence. See analysis of the misconduct and misrepresentations within the Federal Circuit Clerk of Court in Leader v. Facebook. Mr. Horbaly failed to disclose his conflicts of interest and close associations with numerous Facebook attorneys and law firms, as well as his close association with one of Facebook's largest shareholders, Microsoft, who is a Director of The Federal Circuit Bar Association where Mr. Horbaly is an ex officio officer. Additionally, the DC Bar revealed in a written statement that Clerk Horbaly is not licensed to practice law in the District of Columbia. [Editorial: What does that make the Federal Circuit with its location within a stone’s throw of the White House? A self-governing state?]

Judge Randall R. Rader, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, chief judge responsible for the (mis)conduct of his judges and Clerk of Court in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Rader failed to manage his court resulting in a likely situation where his judges never even received briefs that they allegedly ruled on in favor of Facebook. Judge Rader also failed to disclose his conflicting...